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0.1 The Knapsak ProblemGiven a set of objets fO1; O2; : : : ; Ong, whose orresponding sizes and pro�ts(value) are, re-spetively fs1; s2; : : : ; sng and fp1; p2; : : : ; png and a knapsak of size B, to �nd a maximal(w.r.t. pro�t) set of objets whose total size is not greater than that of the knapsak. i.e, a setS of objets whih maxS Xi2S pis.t.Xi2S si � B:A greedy algorithm would order the objets in dereasing order of thier relative pro�ts given bypi=si, and pik objets greedily w.r.t. thier relative pro�ts. But, this algorithm an be made toperform arbitrarily badly, as shown by the problem instane shown in Figure (1). By assigninga slightly larger relative pro�t to O1 , the greedy algorithm is fored to pik O1, though theoptimum solution is to pik O2 sine it's absolute pro�t (beause of it's size) is larger. Bymaking the size of O1 very small, the solution returned by the greedy agorithm an be madearbitrarily bad.De�nition 1 A Polynomial Time Approximation Sheme (PTAS) is an algorithm whih, givena problem instane and any onstant �, �nds a solution within (1 � �) of the optima ( � formaximisation/minimisation problems respetively) in time polynomial in the size of input.De�nition 2 A Fully Polynomial time Approximation Sheme (FPTAS) is an algorithmwhih, given a problem instane and any �, returns a solution within (1 � �) of the optima( � for maximisation/minimisation problems respetively) in time polynomial in the size ofinput.1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.siddu�sa.iis.ernet.in 1
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Figure 1: A bad instane for the Greedy AlgorithmNote that for a FPTAS any �xed � an be spei�ed in the input, not neessarily a onstant. Inpartiular, it may be a (polynomial time) omputable funtion of the size of input. For manyproblems, it an be shown that a PTAS/FPTAS do not exist (unless P = NP). Eg. PTAS forTSP and FPTAS for MAX-CUT.Exerise 1 Show that there exists no FPTAS for MAX-CUT unless P = NP.Dynami ProgrammingSolve a problem in a reursive fashion by �nding solutions to subproblems and ombiningthem. The subproblems are typially reated by heavily restriting a "resoure" so that thefeasible spae is very small and hene solution is trivial. Then, the restrition in relaxedin stages and the subproblems so reated are solved using the solutions omputed for theprevious stages. These solutions to subproblems are maintained in a table to avoid repeat-edly solving the same subproblem. The reursive relation between a subproblem and itssub-subproblems must be suh that the ombining operation is fast.0.2 FPTAS for KnapsakHere, we show an FPTAS for Knapsak using a dynami programming tehnique. The Tableof the dynami program is shown in Figure(2). The subproblem S(i; p) oresponding to ell(i; p) in the table is given by the (size of) minimal size subset of the �rst i objets (orderingthe objets arbitrarily) whih yields a pro�t of at least p.minS2fO1;O2;:::;Oig XS si
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Figure 2: Table for Knapsak Dynami Program. where P =Pi pis.t.XS pi � pComputing the entries in the table is straightforward. It an be done in onstant time usingpreviously omputed entries in the table. Consider the subproblem of ell (i; p). The size of theminimal size subset for this subproblem depends upon whether or not it inludes the objet Oi.The orresponding size of the subset is thenS(i; p) = S(i; p) = S(i� 1; p� pi) + si or S(i� 1; p):Hene, S(i; p) an be obtained asS(i; p) = min(S(i � 1; p); S(i� 1; p� pi) + si):The entries of the �rst row and olumn, the "boundary onditions", as it were, are given byS(1; p) = 8><>: 0 ; p � 0s1 ; 0 < p � p1inf ; p > p1and S(i; p) = 0; 8i; p � 0:The Algorithm for solving Knapsak (all it DynKnapsak ) essentially �lls in entries in theabove table, until the sizes in all ells of a row beome greater than the knapsak size B. Then,the set of maximal pro�t with S(i; p) � B is returned. The running time is dominated by thetime taken to ompute the entries in the table.Running time = Size of table� Time to ompute a ell(= O(1))= nPiO(1)pi= O(nPi pi)



4 Leture 5 : Jan 25, 2002Let pmax be the maximal pro�t among all the objets. ThenXi pi � npmaxand Running Time = O(n2pmax):Note that the running time not only depends on a measure of the size of the instane (n), butalso on the atual values spei�ed in the problem (due to the term pmax). Now onsider theinput to the algorithm. If the problem instane ffs1; s2; : : : ; sig; fp1; p2; : : : ; pig; Bg is enodedin a unary representation 3, then the value pmax is itself proportional to the size of the input,and hene, the algorithm may be regarded as having running time polynomial in size of input.However, if the problem is enoded in a binary representation, then, let hpmaxi denote therepresentation of pmax, and jhpmaxij denote its size in this representation. Then,pmax = O(2jhpmaxij)and the running time beomes exponential in the length of the input. This is an indiationthat a partiular problem has a weaker form of NP-hardness in that the hardness dependsupon the input representation. In ontrast, there are the problems whih (provably) do nothave polynomial time algorithm, even when input size is that of a unary representation. Thelass SNP, for Strongly NP-hard is a subset of this lass of problems. Most ommonlyenountered NP-hard problems are atually SNP-hard. Eg. MAX-CUT2 SNP-hard.De�nition 3 A Pseudo-polynomial Time Algorithm is one whose running time is polynomialin the size of it's input in unary form.What we have seen so far is an exat algorithm for Knapsak, albeit one whih takes expo-nential time if the input is not in unary form (as inputs tend to be ).An intuitive way to overome the above problem of running time depending on input values is tomap the pro�ts from a large values to smaller values. Next, we see what e�et suh a mappinghas on the performane of our algorithm. Without loss of generality, we onsider problemswith integral pro�ts, and de�ne the mapping from the range of pro�ts f1; 2; : : : ; pmaxg to theredued range f1; 2; : : : ; kg, with k < pmax, de�ned byf(pi) = � pipmax k�Let the optimal solution for a problem be OPT = fOi1; Oi2; : : : ; Oimg and the solution re-turned by DynKnapsak be DYN =fOj1; Oj2; : : : ; Ojng(In the following, subsript i indiates3By unary, we mean that the base of representation is one.



0.2 FPTAS for Knapsak 5an optimal solution and subsript j indiates solution returned by DynKnapsak.). Sine OPTis optimal, XDYN � pjpmaxk� � XOPT � pipmax k�To obtain an approximation ratio, we need to �nd the relation between POPT pi and POPT pj .Sine by de�nition, for any x; y 6= 0 xy � 1 � �xy � � xyBy multiplying both sides of Equation. 0.2 with pmax=k, we get,LHS �PDY N j pjpmaxkk pmaxk�PDY N pjand, RHS �POPT j pipmaxkk pmaxk�POPT �pmaxk : pikpmax � pmaxk �=POPT pi �POPT pmaxk�POPT pi � npmaxk : in the worst aseTherefore we have, PDY N pj �POPT pi � npmaxki.e., C � C� � npmaxkTo obtain a FPTAS, we need to have, for a given �,C � C�(1� �):Therefore, given an �, by setting k = �n� �, we have the required approximation bound. Therunning time = O(n2k) = O(n2n� ) = O(n3� ):satis�es the requirement for a FPTAS.


